Squish, Splash, Splat!

Directions:
Onomatopoeia is a word which imitates a noise or action. Author Jan Brett uses this type of sound word in her book *The Umbrella*. Draw a line to match the object or animal to the sound it makes.

Kinkajou

Plop!

Drops of water falling from the trees

Blaaat, blaaaaaaaahh!

a ripe fig falling into the umbrella

Drip, drip, drip

Baby tapir

Scratch...scratch...SCRATCH!

All the animals fall out of the umbrella

Swish! Swish!

Quetzal the bird sails down onto the handle

KER-SPLASH!

More Onomatopoeia Fun!
1. Select two of the onomatopoeias above and use each of them in a sentence.
2. Think of an object or animal that makes a sound and draw it in the space below. Don’t forget to add your sound word.

This activity is based on *The Umbrella* by Jan Brett
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